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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Colin Williamson - Chairman

“A garden requires patient labour and attention. Plants do not grow merely to satisfy
ambitions or to fulfil good intentions. They thrive because someone expended effort on them.”
Liberty Hyde Bailey

Lessons from my Garden

A

s I sat down today to write this column, I gazed out
of my dining-room window into our garden. It looked
rather neglected. The lawn was tolerable, having been
cut a week ago, but it had sprouted rather more weeds
than I would like and needed trimming round the edges.
The hedge had a ‘natural’ shape with plenty of rose hips where
I had previously left blooms in place; at least bees had enjoyed
the blossom and birds should be happy this autumn. The tubs
and hanging baskets were woebegone; with no new plantings
in spring, just a few begonias had resurfaced to offer isolated
splashes of colour but otherwise the remnants of last year’s brown
and desiccated foliage were still in evidence.
How had the garden reached this somewhat sorry state? After
all, I enjoy gardening. As Alfred Austin, an English poet, put it,
“The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, head in the sun, heart
with nature. To nurture a garden is to feed not just on the body,
but the soul.” I fear that other demands on time this year have
been allowed to get in the way. Sometimes inclement weather has
made gardening impracticable – I do live in the English northwest so grey wet days are all too frequent. I have also become
involved in projects (more anon) that proved to be far more time
consuming than envisaged at the outset. I fully appreciate that
successful garden husbandry requires planning, planting, feeding,
cutting, pruning, watering and weeding. I have failed to invest
enough time on any of these good gardening practices this year
and the results are all too evident.
You might now be wondering if this is indeed Instrument Pilot
or a gardening magazine but bear with me, for it seems to me
that there are parallels between gardening and piloting that go
beyond scenting the air. Reflecting on my garden this year, there
are lessons I should draw for my flying, which has also had high
spots but straggly bits too.

Splashes of New Colour
There have been three new plants this year in my flying garden,
all of which added new colour and none of which I envisaged
until Christmas. The first is that the group of which I am a
member heard on the 18th December last year that we had been
successful in a bid to the GSA for a grant towards retrofitting our
SR20G2 with EGNOS-capable equipment. The catch was that,
as British applicants, we had to commit to having the installation
complete by the 29th March. I would liken preparation of the
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grant documentation and the upgrade to the mental equivalent of
digging a vegetable patch – back-breaking! The company with
whom we had prepared the bid was unable to fit us in at such
short notice but serendipity led us to Akki Aviation at Turweston,
whose programme had just had two cancellations and they started
on the 21st January. Just as Spring was awakening, on the 11th
March I took to the skies for the check flight with brand new dual
Avidyne IFD440s, a L3 Lynx NGT9000+ ADS-B transponder
(out, in and TAS), DFC90 autopilot and PMA8000G audio panel,
i.e. a whole new centre stack. It was very exciting to have such
new capability available and it was clear that much more study of
the Pilot Guides was in order. The second flight was unfortunately
straight to Leeds for the Annual, which lasted until 1 May; think
of standing in a garden for seven weeks with your eyes closed!
Other post-installation squawks and unrelated snags subsequently
entailed further weeks at Akki but our Cirrus is now beginning to
thrive and promises to produce blooms for years to come.
The other pre-Christmas planting was connected with the
GAINS project. Those who attended the AGM last year will
recall Julian Scarfe’s and Bob Darby’s presentation explaining
how this SESAR-funded, AOPA-led project seeks to demonstrate
the ability of General Aviation to exploit Improved Navigation
and Surveillance (GAINS). I was asked if I would help with
coordination of the navigation demonstration participants,
which might take one day a week. Hah! There were 22 pilots
in the initial tranche, all of whom had access to aircraft fitted
with Garmin GTNx50, which was the only GA avionics thought
capable of flying Radius-to-Fix (RF) legs that were the focus of
trial procedures. It has been great to get involved with such an
interesting aviation project and to engage with the pilots involved,
many of whom are PPL/IR Europe members. Suffice to say the
administration task is proving to be a vegetable plot with clay soil
and by July I was spending five days a week on it - not quite what
I envisaged when I retired from full-time employment four years
ago! One success was my engagement of Avidyne, who assured us
that the IFDx40 was capable (but not yet formally approved) for
RF legs; as all demonstration flying was conducted in VMC under
VFR with a safety pilot, that would not be a limitation. Being
newly equipped with dual IFD440s, I was thus able to join eight
other IFD-equipped pilots in the flying side of GAINS, which
proved to be my third planting.
A total of eight procedures at three airfields had been designed
for the demonstration and the GTN/IFD databases were finally
available in early July. The project timetable and regulatory
constraints then gave a 2-month window for us to conduct the
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flying. At the beginning I imagined a whole herbaceous border
bursting with colour and fragrance but summer storms and slugs
(unsuitable weather, technical snags and safety-pilot availability)
took their toll. In the end, I managed two half-days and flew all
the procedures, with just enough time to experiment with handflying and using our new automation. I will not say more at this
stage as I am hopeful we might coax a volunteer into writing a full
article for a future Instrument Pilot. Suffice to say, I thoroughly
enjoyed the experience of some different flying, even if I do not
win any prizes for my track keeping through the turns.

Moss and Weeds
Apart from the GAINS flying, the lengthy periods of aircraft
maintenance have largely limited my trips this year to transits
to and from maintenance facilities. As the demonstration flights
illustrated, that was not enough to keep instrument skills healthy.
I could say that they suffered from rust – a fungal disease that
affects roses! It took me several flights (and the intense GAINS
flying helped) to scrape it off and there are undoubtedly some
weeds yet to be treated – they can be stubborn.

“A weed is a plant that has mastered every
survival skill except for learning how to
grow in rows.”

Doug Larson

In a more normal year, I try to keep in practice through flying
to different destinations – one of my prime motivations for flying
at all and especially IFR. As it happens, I am planning to take my
wife to Brittany this coming weekend – it will be her first flight
this year and my first leisure trip. But I will have missed taking
part with PPL/IR Europe friends in a longer tour or a Social
Weekend, which would have proven so enjoyable and instructive
too. A 4-sector flight to Cascais for a Europe Air Sports meeting
in March with Julian Scarfe and Alan South in their PA30 Twin
Comanche was an absolute privilege and pleasure but nothing
beats time and experience in the left seat.
General measures to prevent accumulation of pilot moss
or rust include attendance at seminars and training events. So
far this year I have attended the excellent SOP seminar run by
Jason Carley in February and also a Cirrus Pilot Proficiency
Programme weekend in June; interestingly, the latter included a
Partner in Command module for my wife that told and showed
her how much I omitted from my own briefings. Our weekend in
Brittany will offer her the first opportunity to enter a transponder
code in our new kit and to really check the CAPS handle!
I have probably pushed the analogy between flying and
gardening as far as is it should go in Instrument Pilot. Nonetheless,
I think the ingredients of success in both are regular nurturing
and practice, introducing new elements to sustain interest and
a sharp eye for the rust, moss and weeds that forever want to
intrude. Tomorrow I must cut the grass again then fly once more
the day after. Perfect.

Colin Williamson
Chairman - PPL/IR Europe

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
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EDITORIAL

Editorial

urope’s long hot summer is drawing to a close; not that it
has been fine and hot everywhere – the Editorial office
in SW Scotland has seen much rain and well below
average sunshine. It would be nice if we can all enjoy
some mellow autumn days as the season moves on.
At the time of writing, some of our members are trialling
a number of new test RNAV approaches at three airfields
in southern England involving radius to fix procedures and
steeper glideslopes than normal (the “GAINS programme”).
Reading the group’s “Whatsapp” feed suggests that these are
proving testing in some respects, not helped by stronger winds
than one may expect at this time of year. We hope to bring a
full report of these trials in the Winter edition of IP.
Turning to this edition, Paul Sherry concludes his narrative
of the restoration of his Seneca which now takes to the air.
Having completed this some months ago, we asked Paul to
write a short epilogue with any further thoughts – few really
other than he is still as pleased as ever with his aircraft.
It is now approaching ten years since Hans Gutmann
completed his epic around the world flight with a small party of
aviators, which included three of our members. Sadly, he died
tragically the following year in an accident but his memory
lives on with his friends organising an adventurous rally each
year. This year was to Israel and two of our members David
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Tucker and Richard Wickes went on it and have written up
their journey for this IP; a fascinating read not least because
they visited the lowest airfield in the world some 1,200 ft
below msl.
Jim Busby looks to the future and tells us of the project
setting up a digital control tower at Cranfield; reading
this emphasises the need for the long overdue review and
rationalisation of UK airspace; no wonder this seems quirky
to our European colleagues but will it ever happen?
EASA have long been proposing that pilots based in
Europe flying with an FAA IR should also hold an EASA IR
and although it’s still not European law, Jim Thorpe gets to
grips with the process of converting an IR from FAA to EASA,
uncovering the complexities and telling us the most common
problems.
In our final article, Graham Whittle takes us on a Weekenders
outing to Bruges providing we get the answers to his quiz on
nearby Ostend Airport correct first.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle

A PROJECT AIRCRAFT - PART 3
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A Project Aircraft
Part 3 - The First Flight
by Paul Sherry

S

ooner or later one just runs out of
tests that can be done on the ground.
The engines and propellers have
been run and adjusted and found to
be satisfactory. The flight controls
have all been re-attached, duplicate
inspections completed, and signed off. The
undercarriage seems to go up and down as
designed. There is no choice but to take it
flying…
That first flight was scheduled for
Saturday, 1st July 2017. Your current
chairman, Colin Williamson, kindly
consented to come along and ride ‘shotgun’
as we felt that if anything untoward was
to occur then it would be better to have
two heads rather than one. But, under the
circumstances, it was perhaps rather brave

of him to volunteer to be a test pilot. The
two of us drove down to Coventry to arrive
for approximately 09:00 and it was a lovely
July day. N199PS was sitting outside the
hangar, in one piece and ready to fly for the
first time since 27th September 2011 – just
under 6 years ago.
Just how much preflight can you
actually do in such a situation – apart from
checking that there is oil in the engines,
fuel in the tanks, air in the tyres and all
the flying surfaces seem to be connected
properly and working in the correct sense.
Colin and I had walked around the aircraft
independently and subsequently shared
notes – neither of us could find a reason
not to go flying. So in we got and settled
down to go through the checklist perhaps

a little more methodically than one might
with an aircraft with which one was totally
familiar. But when we go to Master Switch
to ON, then everything came to life as it
should. A 5 second prime on each engine
and both rumbled into life on the first press
of the starter. Oil pressures normal range,
starter warning lights out, no abnormal
indications. What’s not to like?
Then a slow taxi out to the hold for the
engine run ups – again all seemed absolutely
spot on with no cause for concern.
Mag drops within limits, props cycling
smoothly, feather check satisfactory, again
all engine indications in the normal range.
Finally a pre-take off checklist followed by
a fairly thorough briefing between the two
of us to cover the what if’s? We decided to

AUTUMN 2019 • INSTRUMENT PILOT
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ZZOT First Flight

use every metre of Coventry’s runway so
we backtracked right to the end and lined
up for departure. We had decided that I
would be the handling pilot and initially,
Colin would be heads down monitoring
instruments for any abnormal indications.
There was nothing for it but to smoothly
advance the throttles all the way forward
(the Seneca V has automatic wastegates
and limits maximum MAP to the red line
of 38”) whilst at the same time releasing
the brakes and away we went. There were
no abnormal indications on the take off run
– both engines were performing flawlessly
– and acceleration felt normal. At 80 knots
gentle back pressure was applied and we
were flying. Positive rate of climb – gear
up - and then our first abnormal indication.
Despite the three green lights having been
extinguished, the red gear warning light
stayed on. Less than ideal. However, the
first thing to do is to continue to fly the
airplane and as there were no other abnormal
indications we continued our climb, started
a gentle turn to the left levelling out at
1,400ft (just below Birmingham Class
D) and reduced power to slow down and
do some troubleshooting. The maximum
gear extended speed in the Seneca is 128
KIAS which is the same as the maximum
gear operating speed (extension). We were
steady at 120 KIAS in level flight so select
gear ‘down’ – and within a few seconds
all three green lights solidly illuminate.
Well that’s good news – we may not be
able to get the gear fully up but at least we
seem to be able to get it down! So, we try
to retract again and this time the red light
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extinguishes. But then recycle again and it
stays on…so after further consideration and
discussion, Colin and I decide to land back
at Coventry to let Rob Doherty take a look.
Landing back onto runway 26 at Coventry
with a flight time rather shorter than
anticipated (just under 25 minutes), we taxi
back to Aerotech, shut down and explain
the issue to Rob. He checks everything
over, possibly tweaks a microswitch lever
on a gear up sensor and Colin and I decide
to go again.
This time we fairly promptly (but
probably not as quickly as ideal – see
below) see the red ‘gear in transit’ light
extinguish and Colin and I decide to
depart to the south west and head for our
scheduled destination of Newquay. A
combination of a reasonable distance to
let things settle down, a big runway should
we need it and the prospect of a Cornish
cream tea! We cruise climb up to 5,000 ft,
trim the aircraft out and head for Cornwall.
Rather amazingly everything seems spot
on. All the engine indications seem to
be where they should be, the aircraft is
running beautifully smooth (due credit to
Nicholson-McClaren) and it’s a lovely day.
Once the aircraft is trimmed and stable
we decide to engage the autopilot (which
has not been used for just under 6 years). I
press the FD (Flight Director) button on the
KFC150 computer and the magenta V bars
appear on the G500 PFD just where they
should be. Then HDG, ALT and finally AP
to engage the servos – and relax my grip.
The aircraft stays absolutely where I left it
and a tweak of the HDG knob left and right

appears to show that the autopilot seems
to be working as designed. Colin and I are
running out of things to check so I decide
to try the prop synchro-phaser (which
only rarely works on most piston twins).
We adjust the prop RPM to be as close as
practical and place the switch to ON. The
indicator light flickers as the system seeks
to adjust both the phase and the RPM of
the propellers and after about 20 seconds
gradually fades to off – apparently working
as designed.
By this time we are approaching Cardiff
so we ask for a VFR Class D transit which
is swiftly granted directly through the
overhead and onward we proceed toward
Newquay. It is a beautiful day and the whole
of the north Devon and Cornwall coast
stretch out in front of us. It’s time to say
goodbye to Cardiff and talk to Newquay,
followed by a right base join (with a
re-assuring three green undercarriage
indication) to runway 30, an uneventful
arrival and shut down. A flight time of 1
hour 10 minutes and all is well.
Following that Cornish cream tea
(weight and balance suitably recalculated)
we return to Coventry via a reversal of the
same route. Again a slight delay in seeing
that red ‘gear in transit’ light extinguish on
departure but it does go out and all seems
well. This time, on our way back, it seems
Cardiff are expecting the Red Arrows to
recover there so our request for a VFR
transit is denied. I ask if we can go higher
and am granted an VMC transit through the
Class A airway – our first IFR flight. Then
back to Coventry and all was well; a very
good day after the best part of a year’s work
restoring the aircraft to flying condition.
The following weekend we scheduled a
trip from Coventry to Guernsey for lunch
as we wanted to get the aircraft flying and
stretch its legs a little – if there were a few
gremlins that were going to start appearing
then sooner rather than later would be good.
But again all seemed fine and on 29th July
2017 the aircraft was brought back to its
new home at Hawarden (EGNR).

The follow up
Inevitably there were a few issues which
appeared as more flights were completed in
the aircraft.
The red undercarriage warning light
on retraction became more frequent. The
aircraft was returned to Aerotech and tiny
slivers of debris were found in a small
pressure relief hole in the hydraulic pump.

A PROJECT AIRCRAFT - PART 3

We wondered whether this might be due
to some contamination having got into
the system when all the hydraulic pipes
were disconnected during disassembly
and storage. It was cleaned out on perhaps
three occasions with a good short term
improvement but no long term resolution.
The only realistic option seemed to be a
service exchange hydraulic pump. This was
sourced, fitted and the recurring problem
has now gone away.
That been said, it is important to note
that in the Seneca, the gear retraction speed
is a relatively low 107 KIAS. The nose leg
retracts forward (into the slipstream) and
the pump is thus pulling the leg up against
more than a little resistance. We have noted
that it’s important to respect this limitation
– letting the aircraft accelerate over
107 KIAS in the initial climb definitely
delays gear retraction and probably places
excessive loads on the hydraulic system.
The next major issue was the planned
transfer from the N reg to the G (which
we wanted to do for our own personal
reasons). Originally, this was scheduled for
the summer 2017 but after discussion with
Rob and his team, we felt it would be more
sensible to settle the aircraft down, identify
and resolve any outstanding issues and then
action the transfer. In the event, there were
relatively few engineering issues – a few
adjustments here and there together with
the undercarriage pump as noted above.
For those not familiar with the process
involved in a transfer of registry (from a
‘foreign’ registry to an EASA registry) then
this process is clearly defined in ICAO
documents. There are essentially four
critical steps:
1. Obtain an ‘Export’ Certificate
of Airworthiness from the
registry that one is leaving

registering the aircraft before the Export
C of A has been obtained) can prove to
be an expensive mistake – both in time
and money. The primary function of the
export C of A is to state that, on leaving the
register, the aircraft is in compliance with
its original Type Certificate and with any
approved Supplementary Type Certificate
changes made. Such STC changes as exist
need to have been properly incorporated
and documented. The challenge, in
Europe, is obtaining the Export C of A
from an appropriately qualified person.
The relevant FAA qualification is what is
known as a DER – Designated Engineering
Representative. In the USA such people are
quite easy to find and the cost of issuing
an Export C of A is of the order of perhaps
$500.
The same is not true of Europe.
Let us say it proved both difficult and
expensive to actually motivate someone
to turn up and do what is required. If the
engineering team looking after the aircraft
proceed appropriately, then it is usually
a straightforward paperwork exercise
that takes the DER relatively little time.
The Export C of A is usually issued on
the spot but in our case (for a reason that
still remains unclear) that did not happen.
A rather anxious wait ensued, after a
measurable amount of money had already
changed hands, and it took nearly two
weeks to obtain the relevant piece of paper.
There were a few days when I started to
wonder if we might have been subject to
a scam. Finally on 16th October 2017, we
received the critical document.
Once Aerotech had the FAA Export C of

2. Deregister the aircraft from
the current registry

High Performance
Aircraft Hire

3. Register the aircraft onto the
new registry

EASA registered TBM 700C2
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A in their possession, then the rest of the
process proved relatively straightforward.
Southern Aircraft Consultancy (the aircraft
was on their N reg Trust) advised the FAA
in Oklahoma of the de-registration which
took one working day. I contacted the CAA
Registration department in Holborn and
completed the relevant paperwork as well
as paying the fee – again I have always
found the CAA registration department to
be excellent and the process went through
very quickly. N199PS became G-ZZOT.
We would have liked G-SENV but that
had already been taken. The Seneca V is
designated a PA34-220T and ZZOT was
the closest we could get.
The final step is to issue the new C of
A and ARC and that requires a visit from
a CAA inspector. Like most engineers they
are in short supply. However, Rob has a
good working relationship with his CAA
oversight team and he managed to schedule
a visit to Aerotech on 1st November 2017
– and yes, the inspector did look at the fire
certificates for the interior material! The
CAA inspector comes with all the relevant
paperwork so as to be able to issue the both
the Certificate of Airworthiness and the
Airworthiness Review Certificate (ARC)
there and then – assuming they are properly
satisfied with all the documentation
provided by the maintenance organisation.
Again this is a matter where a maintenance
organisation that is well on top of the
required process is critical to success. It
was great relief and smiles all round when
Rob gave me our new UK CAA C of A and
ARC. We were good to go….

4. Obtain a new Certificate
of
Airworthiness
(and
Airworthiness
Review
Certificate) from the new
registry
It is important that this process
is followed in the right way by a
maintenance team who know what
they are doing. Getting the process
out of step (for example by de-





Carries six adults at nearly 300 ktas
Large, quiet, air-conditioned, luxury cabin
Climbs to 31,000 ft in under 22 minutes




Flies up to 1,450 nm with NBAA IFR
reserves
Can land on a 2,133 ft (650 m) runway

Available for class training and private hire to suitably qualified pilots with more than 750hrs TT
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Up to date
The aircraft has flown quite steadily since being put back into
service on 1st July 2017 with a total airframe hours of just over 908
hours. The current total stands at approximately 1,050 hours so that
is just over 140 hours in 16 months. In the round it has settled well.
On the engineering side we have had relatively few issues since
the change onto the G register in November 2017 – mainly some
adjustments to various items. The maximum prop RPM has been
adjusted up a little and currently we have a slight overboost of the
right engine – it tends to reach a max MAP of 39.5” compared to a
design specification of 38”. This will likely be fixed by a turn of an
adjustment screw somewhere on the wastegate controller.
We have had a few electrical gremlins and we do wonder whether
these were slightly self-inflicted. The larger hangar at Hawarden
has a rather ‘legacy’ ground power supply. It is probably fine for
large jets but we did wonder whether the voltage regulation and
spike suppression is as it should be because we have had two rather
expensive electrical failures. One was the electronic dot matrix
display on the engine instruments and the other was the autopilot
computer. For the former, we sourced a serviced overhauled unit in
the US and the latter required a return to Honeywell Bendix-King –
also in the US. HBK have now taken all their repairs and overhauls
‘in-house’ (similar to Garmin) so there is no realistic alternative.
The fixed price package for an overhaul was just over $3,000 –
for us it probably worked out as when Straubing Avionics put the
computer in their test system they diagnosed ‘multiple faults’.
In August last year, Hawarden elected to close the runway
for resurfacing. They were preparing for the new Super Beluga
based on the Airbus A330. As there was going to be no flying for
two weeks then this seemed like an ideal opportunity to finally
complete the carpet replacement that was delayed from the summer
of 2017. We elected to do most of the work ourselves except for the
preparation and cutting of the carpet which was to be completed
by our trimmer who had completed the sidewalls the previous
year. The runway closed on Friday 27th July 2018 and over that
weekend, two of us set to work to remove all the interior. Overall,
it proved a much bigger task than we had anticipated. Disassembly
was time-consuming but not too challenging. We removed all the
seatbelts, seats, interior trim plates, floor mounted plastic trim
around the fuel controls, the same around cowl flaps levers, part
of the throttle quadrant, etc. I must admit to be being somewhat
surprised by how much actually came out. But although fiddly, that
was not too much of a problem so, at that stage, we were perhaps a
little complacent – how hard can this actually be?
Mike then manufactured the carpets and refitted them to the
aircraft. Ian and I went to look at they looked great. We were really
impressed. But that is when the trouble started as the new carpet
was substantially thicker and deeper than the previous Piper fitted
version. It also had no holes in it for trim panels, seatbelt fixings,
ventilation sliders, etc. Also – try finding the relevant screw holes
underneath the carpet when you do not really know where they
are! To cut a very long story short – it proved a nightmare to get
everything back in from where it came out and in the right order.
Sidewalls were re-installed and the screw holes would not line up.
So out they came again, they were trimmed with a oscillating saw
(very similar to what I used at work!) then back in again. Then back
out again for more trimming – and back in again. Then we needed
to find the holes in the airframe to re-attach all the trim panels
(Big tip – a £2.50 bradawl from Screwfix proved invaluable for
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poking through the carpet to find the holes). The carpet between
the seat rails had been cut too wide (right up the rails themselves)
and the seats wouldn’t slide – so all that carpet had to come out, be
trimmed, and refixed with new self adhesive hook & loop tape. I
have already mentioned a local supplier of contact adhesive, hook
and loop tape, screws etc. Fortunately, there was an outlet only just
over five minutes drive from the airfield and on some days there
were three visits a day! Eventually, after three solid weekends work
(and quite a few evenings) we started to make some progress and
began to understand how it all went together. We are very pleased
with the end result but there were times when I wondered whether
we were going to ever get it finished!
During the period that the interior was removed we delivered
three of the seats to a local car interior company who specialize in
refurbishment of leather seats (the P1 and P2 seats were definitely
looking a little tired). A week later and all three seats returned
almost looking brand new – whatever they did certainly seems to
have worked and has really made a difference.
The most recent refurbishment has been to some of the exterior
paint. Although the scheme design is perhaps a little dated, it is far
too good to justify investing in a whole aircraft respray (usually of
the order of £15,000 plus for that size of aircraft). But there were
some corners that had suffered a little as well as some localized
surface corrosion. What to do? Conversations revealed that Airbus
have a used a local mobile paint sprayer for their helicopters – a
sort of ‘Chips Away’ for aviation. Some phone calls were made
and we booked said individual for the day - complete with paint
matching and mixing capabilities in the back of his van. For a
relatively small fee we now have re-sprayed nose bowls around the
engines, a tidied up tail fin, the tips of the all flying tail now look
brand new and a several patches of flaking paint on the surface of
the wing have disappeared. Result!

What have we learned?
There are some things an owner cannot easily do with this kind of
project (like rebuild two engines with all the relevant paperwork)
but there is much that the owner can do – not least assist in
managing the project. Whilst a significant proportion of the work
requires suitably trained and qualified people, there remain many
tasks that can be accomplished by the enthusiastic amateur –
working alongside understanding maintenance teams. I guess I
am a little lucky insofar that my former day job (as an orthopedic
surgeon working for the NHS) has a lot of ‘DIY’ practicality in it
and I also had to work in a ‘get it right first time’ kind of culture.
I grew up servicing and repairing motorcycles and cars so I am
moderately handy with a spanner and a screwdriver.
Much the work with the undercarriage of the aircraft (as an
example) was just a matter of taking one’s time, taking it all apart,
carefully cleaning any accumulated debris and corrosion and then
supplying the engineers with refurbished parts that they could
then re-assemble much more easily. Between all the owners, we
have probably added about 300 hours of labour. That work would
have either not been done or if it had, then it would have added
significant expense.
On the subject of money, the project went over budget (after all
this is ‘aviation’). The ‘kit of parts’ was purchased for a fair price
allowing a reasonable margin for overhaul, refurbishment and reassembly. Our original budget for the whole project was of the
order of £200,000 to £225,000 and this would have got us to a

A PROJECT AIRCRAFT - PART 3

low airframe hours Seneca V with overhauled engines and props
– but mostly with original instruments and avionics and without
the upgraded interior that we currently enjoy. The final price was
£275,000. The biggest single difference between the two numbers
was the engines. As mentioned above I had originally budgeted for
£50,000 for two engines. That was over optimistic; possibly doable
but might have meant perhaps making inappropriate savings that
would have eventually cost us more over time. These are all
judgement calls. The true cost of overhaul (to good specification)
of two TCM TSIO360RB engines with all accessories is closer
to £80,000 – depending on the state of the engine at the start of
the process. Also, we were building an aircraft to own and use
for the foreseeable future. It was not a project aircraft to rebuild
and then sell. However, if we had to sell the aircraft then it has a
lot of positives. It is very much a known quantity with recently
overhauled engines and propellers.
Other additional costs were avionics: as mentioned earlier,

PPL/IR EUROPE

there is no better time to do all this work than with the aircraft
‘in bits’ as access is so much easier. However, I feel the decision
to install a Garmin G500 and associated supporting parts was the
right one for us and has essentially brought the aircraft to a state
where it will likely meet all projected regulatory requirements for
the foreseeable future. The one notable exception is for RF (Radius
to Fix) legs and for that we would need to upgrade our primary
GNSS navigator. Simply put – the budget would not stretch that
far at the time.
In terms of the ‘project management’ aspects of the rebuild then,
with one notable exception (the soft furnishings), my reflections
are that it went all broadly according to plan. The agreement to
purchase the aircraft was struck at the end of July 2016, and the first
flight was 1st July 2017 – 11 months later. This was approximately
as we expected. We tied together the airframe rebuild, the engine
and propeller overhaul and the avionics installation in a reasonably
planned way. For myself, the key element was working alongside
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an aviation maintenance team whom I have
come to trust – Rob Doherty and Aerotech
based at Coventry. I have never had reason
to doubt their skills and experience over
some fourteen years of having our aircraft
maintained there. However, to achieve a
project of this kind, the engineers do need to
know that they are working with an owner
that aspires to be equally trustworthy, as
well aiming for the same standards. In
addition, we have forged good working
relationships with Dean Chamberlain of
Nicholson-McClaren and James Sharman
of Sharman Avionics at Sywell.
The project was completed in
approximately the timescale envisaged –
about a year. It could have been quicker
if more money had been spent but our
involvement with the project would have
been measurably less. And it was not
just about the outcome, it was also about
enjoying the journey and learning along the
way.
So, now we are the proud owners of
the most current version of the venerable
Seneca, and we hopefully know exactly
what we have got. Pretty much every nut,
bolt, washer and fitting has been removed,
cleaned and overhauled or replaced
as appropriate. We are as sure as we
reasonably can be that there is no airframe
corrosion that we do not know about or
cracks that we have not seen – our wing,
rudder and stabilator attach points have
all been directly inspected. The engines
are probably better than those which come
out of the TCM factory and the propellers
are freshly overhauled. Updated avionics
have been fitted and multi-channel engine
monitoring systems added. The airconditioning system actually works as
well as the heater. The oxygen system has
been overhauled. And finally, we have an
interior that’s a pleasant and welcoming
place to be. It all seems to work.
And it’s been great fun….

Epilogue
With the final part of the article pending
publication in IP and given some three
years since aircraft purchase and just over
two years since first flight, your editor
suggested that it may be useful to reflect
on our project, and what lessons may be
shared with others tempted to tread a
similar path.
So, what went well? The vast majority
of the project was delivered on time and
as expected although perhaps not within
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the original budget. There were some
slight glitches with the acquisition and
transport of the aircraft from Bournemouth
to Coventry but nothing that had a material
impact on the outcome. The project was
broadly divided up into three separate
workstreams:
airframe,
powerplant/
propellers and avionics. Each workstream
was essentially sub-contracted to selected
suppliers with Rob Doherty at Aerotech
keeping a broad overview.
Nicholson-McClaren did a great job on
the engines and these continue to perform
reliably and well although, interestingly,
at the most recent annual, a number of
minor oil leaks were identified requiring
some rectification work and some new
seals/gaskets. The same can be said for
Brinkleys (propellers) – we have had no
issues at all with seals. We have not had
a cancelled trip for technical reasons
and everyone who flies in the aircraft
comments positively on how smooth and
vibration free the airframe feels.
James Sharman (Sharman Avionics)
also did a great job on the avionics. We
have only had one minor outstanding
glitch – the OBS function (the ability
to select an inbound desired track to a
waypoint) on the G500 was inoperable.
This took the some time to solve because
of maintenance scheduling difficulties but
eventually, a minor change in one of the
G500 setup interface pages and all was
well. One slight disappointment was that
Garmin updated the G500 to the G500 NXi
within weeks of us placing an order so we
are ‘out of date’ already - such is the nature
It all seems to work!

of avionics today.
Rob Doherty and his team did exactly
what was expected of them in rebuilding
the aircraft from a kit of parts to a very high
standard. As time has progressed a few
issues have come to light which are (to my
mind) an almost inevitable part of restoring
an old and somewhat complex assembly of
moving parts. Both alternators have been
replaced (I did not realise at the time that
they had not been not overhauled as part
of the engine rebuild). More recently, we
have replaced some worn control cable
pulleys.
What are the lessons learned? The most
significant error was the fire safety issue
with the interior refurbishment material
(carpet and sidewalls). I was aware of
the problem, believed I had mitigated it
but unfortunately not. This was a setback
in terms of time and money but as a
percentage of the overall cost of the project
not huge.
On budget, we did end up spending
measurably more than our original estimate,
the bulk of this driven by the decision to
fully overhaul both engines rather than do
a top-end overhaul. In retrospect, we do
not regret this as, at overhaul, problems
came to light which could only have been
addressed by a complete teardown.
Overall, I am pleased with the outcome.
We have ended up with what we wanted
and have an aircraft that is probably better
than when it came off the production
line 21 years ago. Every time we fly it
we feel a great sense of satisfaction and
achievement.
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
Oostende-Brugge (EBOS)
by Graham Whittle

O

stend is a very convenient staging post for entering or leaving the Schengen Area. It has IFR approaches, an inexpensive FBO, Avgas,
Customs and Immigration and importantly, a restaurant next to the FBO. It is also ideal for visiting Bruges.
03-JAN-2019

Questions:
This quiz concerns the RNAV
approach to Runway 26:
1. On the ATIS you hear “Expect
ILS Runway 26”. What does the
plates advise should you wish to
use the RNAV approach?
2. What is the Transition Altitude?
3. What is the Minimum Safe
Altitude within 25NM?
4. What are the NDB’s involved in
the missed approach?
5. decision altitude would you use
for the LPV?
6. This chart does not show
a visibility minima. What
minima would you use in a
single engine piston aircraft?

n

io
t
a
g
i
v
a
N
r
o
Not F

Answers on page 20
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HANS GUTMANN TO ISRAEL AND (NOT) EGYPT

Hans Gutmann To Israel and
(not) Egypt
by David Tucker and Robin Wicks

T

he June 2019 rally in memory of legendary Austrian adventurer Hans Gutmann, killed in an accident in the
Dolomites in 2011, attracted more interest than ever before.Tempted, perhaps, by the proposed destinations
of Israel and Egypt, both relatively difficult for the individual aviator to negotiate, sixteen aircraft signed up for
the adventure organised by Luxembourg AOPA.

I had taken my trusty Cessna 303 G-UILT
on three previous rallies to Georgia,
Russia and Ukraine, often as the sole
British representative, but this time I was
accompanied by my friends from Denham,
Robin Wicks and Ian Parkes, flying their C182
G-HRND. It turned out there was another
G-reg amongst the multitude of nationalities
which included pilots from Austria, Belarus,
Germany, Italy, Poland, Russia, Slovenia,
Turkey and, of course, Luxembourg.
Fortunately for us Brits, the official language
of the Rally was to be English!
The plan was to meet in Istanbul then fly to
Dalaman on the Turkish Mediterranean coast
to refuel before continuing to Haifa in Israel.
After touring the Holy Land and visiting the
world’s lowest airfield at Metzada, we would
continue to Hurghada on the Red Sea and
then Cairo before returning via Crete to the
end point of Portoroz in Slovenia ten days’
later.
Before any of this could be accomplished,
much planning was needed and particularly to
gain permission to fly into and within Israel.
Not surprisingly, the Israelis are extremely
vigilant about who enters their airspace
and routinely deny approval to prospective
flying visitors who cannot show they have
sponsorship from an Israeli resident of good
standing in the eyes of the security forces.
To that end there is a special department, the
Aviation Security Operation Center (ASOC)
to which application has to be made by filling
out a four page form.
Should that be completed to their liking, a
Pending Permission Notification is received
by email containing a Pending Permission
Notification Number and a Permission Code.
These have to be entered into the ASOC
website to enable online submission of the
Security Entry Code, a memorable six digit
number of one’s choice. On entering that
number, one is prompted to enter a favourite
food, favourite colour and favourite name.
If that sounds complicated, it is because it
is. I needed to call a helpful lady at ASOC,
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who are available 24/7, to get it right. When
one does, the pending approval becomes a
Final Security Arrival Permit. Even then, the
captain has to telephone ASOC immediately
before leaving the specified departure airfield
to obtain final take-off permission. When
calling, one is asked for the Security Entry
Code previously submitted.
When take-off permission is given, one
is told to call Tel Aviv Identification on a
discrete frequency when not less than 180nm

Ian, Robin and David in Sofia

inbound. That’s right 180nm, no misprint!
At that point, having answered questions
about security code, favourite food etc, final
approval to enter Israeli airspace is given and
one is returned to the previous frequency.
According to the Israel AIP, these
identification procedures apply to all flights,
scheduled or otherwise, inbound to Tel Aviv
FIR. Flights can only enter from the Amman,
Cairo or Nicosia FIR’s so, for example, it is
not allowed to fly from Lebanon or Syria into
Israel even if one would want to.
Entry to Israel assured, planning for
the rest of the journey could begin with the
reservation that the Egyptian military were
steadfastly refusing to respond to requests for
entry permits, which had been approved by
their civilian counterparts.

The meeting point for the rally was to be
Istanbul, so a few words about the journey
down. G-UILT left Denham a day earlier
than Robin and Ian in G-HRND as I had
some business in Prague. Robin routed via
Linz the next day and we met in Belgrade,
one of Europe’s best large airfields for GA,
who once again did not let us down in terms
of both efficient service and cheap avgas
at €1.25/ltr. The following day we flew the
short distance to Sofia, who deserve a special
mention for their excellent AOPA discount
(€36 for landing and handling combined)….
though avgas at €2.96/ltr took the gloss off
it a bit. Sofia is certainly worth a visit with
its lively city centre pedestrian zone buzzing
with lively bars and restaurants. The final leg
to Istanbul we flew IFR, with an interesting
SID taking us round the houses to gain height
for the FL120 crossing of the substantial
mountain ranges between Bulgaria and
Greece.
Since all three major Istanbul airports were
either unavailable or hideously expensive, our
host Turgut Kulacoglu of Turkish AOPA had
arranged for the Turkish Navy base at Cengiz
to accommodate us. And so on June 14,
sixteen small aircraft from nine nationalities
arrived within an hour of each other some
50nm east of Istanbul to face a two hour
coach journey into the capital. The very
thought of sixteen aircraft arriving anywhere
en masse and needing avgas had filled both
Robin and I with dread, but it must be said
that thanks to excellent preplanning by our
Turkish and Israeli hosts delays were reduced
to a minimum. In the case of Cengiz, while
we were away in Istanbul, the Navy refuelled
us with fuel prepurchased at €3/ltr.
After two nights in Istanbul an early start
was needed for the long trip to Haifa via
Dalaman in Southern Turkey. Fortunately it
was Sunday and the notorious Istanbul traffic
was light. Travel tip for Istanbul - be like a
local and use the efficient and cheap public
transport system of trams, buses and boats
with an Istanbulcard.
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The flight to Dalaman was across rugged terrain in perfect weather.
Just as well, for no radar cover was available at our levels and a sharp
lookout was needed to avoid our companions. Dalaman is a busy
holiday airport, fortunately quiet at our arrival time. So all aircraft
were efficiently refuelled from a two man bowser at €1.92/ltr tax free,
passed immigration and were on their way in time to arrive at Haifa
before it closed because of a military exercise.
Everyone made the cutoff and after answering some searching
questions from the youthful security personnel we were bussed to
our hotel atop Mount Carmel for a quick pitstop before a 45 minute
drive to dinner at a kibbutz. As you can imagine, after such a long day
sleep was not a problem and the following day saw a restful coach
tour around the Sea of Galilee. By now it had become clear that the
security situation in Egypt was going to prevent a visit, so the itinerary
was amended to return from Metzada to Haifa for an extra day in
Israel before routing home. An invitation from the aeroclub at Bihac in
Bosnia had also been received so this was added as an additional stop
on the way back. But before then the challenge of flight in Israel had
to be faced for the trip to Metzada, the world’s lowest airfield by far at
-1233ft AMSL. Or 1233ft BMSL, if you prefer!
LLMZ is a VFR airstrip but standard VFR flight rules do not apply
in Israel. All VFR flight is controlled and must take place along defined
routes which are only 2km wide. The routes are designed to avoid
military zones and areas under the control of the Palestinian Authority,
such as Gaza and Jericho. With Israel being a comparatively small
country, that does not leave much space for CVFR flight. Another
regulation is that foreign aircraft flying under CVFR must have on
board an Israeli safety pilot to ensure these procedures are followed.
Clearly that posed an issue with sixteen aircraft, so special
permission had been obtained from the Israeli authorities to divide the
tour into four groups with an Israeli pilot in the lead aircraft of each
formation. Each formation was named after an animal and callsigns
allocated accordingly, Lion 1, Tiger 3, etc. with aircraft departing at
three minute intervals and maintaining visual contact with the one
ahead. As you can imagine, that plan did not go down well at the
preflight briefing and in the end there was pretty much a free for all
without much harm being done.
Since SkyDemon does not show Israeli airspace and the visual
charts are only published in Hebrew, we had input coordinates for the
multiple turning points into our nav devices. As the military decided
to jam GPS signals for about 20mins of the flight, it was not surprising
there were a few people “uncertain of position” and there were a few

Top to bottom: ASOC permit, Israel VFR chart.
Right: Avoiding Jericho
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exhortations from the military controllers to “turn left NOW to avoid
Jericho” or “Tiger 1 you are over Jordan keep the border on your left”.
Everyone arrived at Metzada successfully, to be greeted by a local
with a handheld radio, temperatures of 40 °C and an analogue altimeter
showing what looks like 8,900ft. After a welcome cold drink we took
the cable car 1,000ft up to the impressive fortress (at sea level) for a
short tour before being bussed to Jerusalem for the night.
After a short early morning tour of the Holy City, we returned to
Metzada to fly back to Haifa. This time the military had been requested
not to jam GPS signals and we were the only civil aircraft airborne,
so the journey back was painless. We all refuelled courtesy of a local
club member at €2.28/ltr cash and our Austrian member left at once to
fly home. After a tour to Tel Aviv the following day, everyone else left
with many thanks to Egal Merav of Israel AOPA and his colleagues
who had made the seemingly impossible possible.
The group began to splinter at this stage with the aim of reforming
in Bihac two days’ later. Rumours, subsequently confirmed, that
the grass runway at LQBI was, to put it politely, “a bit agricultural”
deterred many of the lighter aircraft who aimed for Portoroz instead.
Robin and I, together with three others, set off for Sitia in Crete with a
comfort break at Paphos. Despite Cyprus’ reputation as GA unfriendly,
we found Paphos friendly and acceptable with handling at €86 (with
AOPA discount) and avgas for €2.83/ltr, somewhat less than Sitia’s
crucifying €3.10/ltr.
The Greek island airports are renowned for having runways not
aligned with the prevailing wind and Sitia is no exception. Both
arrival and departure were “interesting” but the bright spot was the
welcoming and friendly police lady who checked us both into and
out of Schengen. During a good fish supper by the sea, we decided
to plan to spend following night in Skopje before continuing to Bihac
or Portoroz. Skopje is 450nm from Sitia even before factoring in the
inevitable headwinds and being vectored around the Athens TMA,
but flying conditions were pleasant and I had the bonus of a VFR
transit over Athens at 1,500ft with splendid views of the Parthenon.
Skoipje has cheap avgas at €1.30/ltr but on this occasion they could
not accommodate us overnight due to the arrival of numerous US
military transports carrying troops destined for the Middle East. So on
we went for a short flight to Dubrovnik where they were as efficient
and welcoming to GA as ever.
The plan the next day was to follow the scenic low level route up
the Croatian coast to Portoroz, but I received a plaintive message from
our tour president in Bihac where two of the group had arrived the
previous day. It seemed the weather was turning against them and they
needed to leave the next day, but the gift of a magnum of Luxembourg
wine for the local aeroclub was sitting in my aircraft in Dubrovnik.
So, whilst Robin and Ian flew up the coast, G-UILT donned its
Fedex livery and made the short trip over the mountains to deliver the
cargo. Bihac lived up to the description of “a bit agricultural” but the
303 is a robust aircraft and tackled it without difficulty. After a few
minutes, two policemen arrived and solemnly stamped me into and
out of Bosnia before I left less than an hour after landing.
Joining up with others in Portoroz, we spent the night in the
excellent Hotel Piran before setting off on our various ways home.
Our return from Slovenia to Denham was via an overnight stop in St
Johann in Tirol, and then a refuelling and customs stop in Trier. Overall,
we covered some 5,000 nm on the trip and in spite of expensive fuel
at some of the stops, the low prices in Belgrade and Skopje meant the
average fuel price for the whole trip was only £2.06/ltr.
I hope Hans Gutmann would have been proud of us.
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Top to bottom: 40deg and -1,100 ft, The Rally at Metzada , G-UILT
approaching and landing at Bihac LQBI, Bihac - ‘A bit agricultural’

INNOVATIONS IN ATC - THE CRANFIELD DIGITAL TOWER
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Innovations in ATC
The Cranfield Digital Tower

A

s a pilot and running a flying
school based at Cranfield, I have
received a number of comments
about regular closures of the
airfield over the last year or
so and bemoaning the loss of the good
old days of vibrant flying schools and
popping over for lunch at Café Pacific.
Many of you will be familiar with
Cranfield as we have held our spring
conference there, very successfully, for
the past 3 years. This year, we moved the
spring conference to Ostend triggered
by Cranfield being unable to take us. In
fact, this force majeure, turned out to
be a benefit as it forced us to think in a
different way and look at how we might
better meet the needs of our continental
members.
Most people I talk to about Cranfield
are not aware that the closures over
the last 12 months have been, in large
part, a consequence of the installation
of a digital tower at the airport. This
has been exacerbated by a shortage of
trained ATC staff, a problem shared by
all airfields across the country. However,
the requirement to train ATC for the new
digital tower has meant that there was
not enough ATC capacity to operate the
airfield 7 days a week.
This article is intended to publicise
what is, to the world of GA, a most
exciting piece of technology development
and hopefully, as a side benefit, counter
some of the negative press that has been
directed at the airport and its management.
As the project has neared completion, the
airport management have reached out the
GA community to help explain what has
been going on and correct some of the
misapprehensions about the airfield.
With that in mind, Rob Abbott, the
Airport Director came to Ostend to
present the Cranfield story to our spring
conference and in mid July this year
hosted, together with Sophie Hayes,
Senior Air Traffic Controller, a visit to
the digital tower, the new Aerospace
Integration Research Centre (AIRC) and
a delightful barbecue for our members.

by Jim Busby

Rob Abbott – Airport Director

Background
Times are changing for all of us in the
flying game, we have to adapt or go extinct
and as far as airfields go, unless an airfield
has a fairy godmother (or father) who is
prepared to act as a charity, then in todays
environment a GA airfield has to work very
hard to survive. Over the last decade we
have witnessed a slow erosion of GA flying,
of flying schools and of GA airfields. Many
airfields have closed or having to change
the way they operate (e.g. Carlisle, Biggin,
Cambridge). Flying Schools are struggling
because of increased costs, bureaucracy
and lack of instructors. Paradoxically,
this is against a background of increasing
demand for Pilots. The economic forces

operating on the profit and loss equations
vary by location but include pressures from
local communities, availability of air traffic
controllers, insurance costs, reduction in GA
traffic in general to name but a few.
Cranfield has not been immune to these
pressures but is in the unique position of
being owned by a university and one which
has aviation integrated into its DNA and now
firmly part of its curriculum. The University
has widened its remit over the years but it
still has aviation education and research
and development at its core. The role and
relevance of the airfield in this aviation core
has been variable, with different options
being tried over the years, from being a self
funding GA airfield to being a part (read cost)
of the provision of aviation education at the
university and a number of different models
in between. The pendulum is, however, now
firmly back in favour of aviation, with all
the strategic indicators pointing in its favour.
These include the projected increase
in commercial aviation over the next
decade, both in terms of aircraft sales and
pilot training but also the provision of safe
and secure airport operations, changes in
airspace use (drones) and ATC procedures,
accident investigation and integration of new
technology. In addition, from the University
point of view the need to attract overseas
students in the light of stiff competition
from other technical schools makes it vital
that you have a core competence that other
establishments cannot match.

PPL/IR Europe Tour group enjoying the barbecue
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Presenting in the AIRC

The Cranfield name is known globally
for its Aviation heritage. And it is unique in
Europe as the only university with its own
runway. This gives it a great advantage in
building further its educational brand and
gives the University the opportunity to build
its core both in education and research and
development portfolios in Aviation, both
commercial and GA.
The genesis of the Digital Tower, the
subject of this article, has its roots in this
thinking. The University, the owners of
the airfield, have come up with what, they
believe, is a sustainable strategy for the
continued and long term operation of the
airfield.
Looking forwards, the main reason for
continued funding by the University is
that the primary use of the airfield is for
aviation based research and development.
The announcement of the DARTeC (Digital
Aviation Research and Technology Centre)
a £70 million joint investment of industry,
government and University was a major
signal that this approach is here to stay.
The use of the airfield for other GA
traffic, the provision of flying training and
the movement of aircraft for maintenance,
takes second priority to the role of the airport
as a core component of the research activity
at the University. This is not to say that GA is
unimportant and is, in fact, a key component
of the way the airfield needs to work in
the future. For example, the development
of new products such as the digital tower
need a fully active airport so that they can
be tested in the real world. The same will
be true of most new aviation products going
forward. The task of the Airport Director
is to balance these different needs, keeping
the FBO’s happy so that the research can be
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effectively tested. It is not an easy task and
Rob Abbott is spending a lot of time trying
to develop an operational model where this
mix of activities is sustainable. Running
a flying school with this as an operational
model also has its challenges and requires
goodwill on all sides. Also, it is hard to see a
situation where a major aviation educational
airfield does not have flying training as part
of its portfolio.
So, in summary, the closures and delays
will be a constant component of operating
at Cranfield, to varying degrees, as different
projects get installed and tested. The airfield
will close when necessary to test new R&D
ideas and other activities will have to be able
to fit in with that pattern.

Digital Tower
The digital tower is a good example of this
new way of working at Cranfield. It has
been the start up project in DARTeC to find
ways of using new technology for aviation
and running airfields. This was started as
a research proposal to the department of
education and was funded by the university,
DoE and Industry. From the start of the
project to getting it up and running has taken
just over a year. This speed of implementation
is, in part, due to the fact that Cranfield can
give it priority. A fully commercial operation
would not be able to work this way because,
for example, of temporary closures at short
notice. These temporary closures, including
the weekends, around which there has been
so much comment, are the result of the
requirement to train the ATC staff and at the
same time keeping them legal in terms of
hours worked. When the staff is fully trained
then the hours will go back to normal.

INNOVATIONS IN ATC - THE CRANFIELD DIGITAL TOWER
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Top left: Sophie and George Presenting the digital tower. Right, top to bottom: Viewing Gallery, State of the Art Audio Box, Flight Strips

The tower itself is enclosed in a small
building at the SW end of the airport. It is
within sight of the runway but it could be
anywhere. It is an enabling project, so has
been commissioned using the ATC staff
running the airfield in parallel from the old
tower. This has in effect meant doubling up
on ATC staff whilst the new tower is run in
parallel with the old one. They are within
walking distance of each other which helps
with the transfer but it still takes half an hour
to switch between one tower and the other.
Inside the tower, shown to me by Rob
Abbott, the Director of the Airfield, it is
very impressive. Instantly recognisable and
exciting to the ‘new toy’ brigade of pilots
wedded to the new glass. There are 14(+1
spare) big video screens fed by 14 (+ 2
zoom) cameras strategically placed around
the airfield giving 360 degree cover. Any
area can be zoomed in on by the controller so
they can see in much better detail than from
a conventional tower. Also, the controller
can zoom in on aircraft on approach and
on departure and as long as the cloud base
or visibility is not too low, can even see the
aircraft at the FAF. This does require some
new skills of manual dexterity of the zoom
controls though!
Making
this
happen,
installing,
commissioning and training the staff has
resulted in quite a few practicalities which
have to become SOP’s, different from
conventional towers, and become part of
the operating manual. The CAA have been
regular visitors during the commissioning
helping to construct the operating manual
and signing the approvals. As usual with

all things related to aviation, most of the
work goes into what happens when things
go wrong. Say a camera goes down, or
one of the screens, or the network system
connecting cameras to screens. So there is
built in redundancy, screen views can be
switched in the event of a critical screen
failing, or one of the cameras can be
substituted by the zoom camera in the event
of failure.
Some things come as a surprise, like
camera calibration (which varies according
to ambient lighting and white balance
correction) and cleaning. The camera pods
become favourite perches for the local big
birds and being birds they do what birds
do, so the cameras need regular cleaning.
The primary hardware for the video is
supplied by SAAB (developed for other
digital towers) but they have also taken the
opportunity to put in state of the art audio
boxes, weather and traffic systems.
The base costs of the unit are high and
being a proof of principle unit also brings
with it extra costs, so it would be difficult
to justify commercially if you already have
an efficient working tower as you need
the same number of ATC personnel to run
conventional and digital. But as soon as you
need to replace the tower and its facilities
then the virtual tower becomes viable.
Commissioning has been a staged
process. First the testing of individual pieces
of equipment, like the new state of the art
audio box, then the weather system, then
the digital flight strips, putting it all together
with one aircraft in the circuit, then two,
then an instrument approach and so on. It

all takes time and consumes valuable ATC
resource, which is then not available to open
the airfield and hence the weekend closures.
Hopefully, the training will be completed
by the end of August and there will be 5
fully trained digital tower operators, the first
in the UK and the airfield can go back to 7
day working. But that will not be the end of
temporary closures, there are several more
projects in the pipeline, including how to
integrate drones into the GA environment
which in the new mode of operation will
have to be integrated with the other GA
operations at the airfield. There will have to
be goodwill on all sides to make it work but
with the right approach I am sure that it will
be a success and Cranfield can become the
Global Centre of Aviation Excellence that it
aspires to.
Finally, on behalf of PPL/IR Europe
I would like to express my thanks to Rob,
Sophie and the team for their gracious
hospitality during the visit and the excellent
barbecue. It was a thoroughly enjoyable day.
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Converting an FAA IR into an EASA
IR
by Jim Thorpe

I

n theory, the conversion process is simple: if you have an
FAA IR and 50 hours experience as PIC under IFR you can
be issued an EASA IR on the basis of passing the normal Skill
test together with an oral examination focusing on differences
between the FAA and European systems.
For many years EASA have been proposing that pilots based in
Europe flying on the basis of an FAA IR should also hold an EASA
IR. The date for this to become law has been delayed several times.
Over the same period a draft bilateral agreement between the
FAA and EASA setting out the equivalence of various ratings has
been on the table. It has been supposedly agreed in principle but
in reality, never ratified. The requirement for dual qualifications
remains but it is proposed this will be on the basis of a proficiency
check rather than an initial skill test. The understandable end result
is that few of the many pilots flying in Europe on the basis of an
FAA IR have bothered to obtain an EASA IR. Those few who have
presented for test, have in reality highlighted some complexities.
Although the broad principles are straightforward the devil has
proved to be in the detail both for the candidate and the examiner.
This note is intended to be helpful. It cannot be definitive; it
involves the interaction of American, European and UK legal
systems. This is without even considering any change driven by
Brexit. The honest answer to some questions is that nobody knows
and possibly never will. Pilots love to complain and seek complex
strategies to avoid regulation. At the end of the day they will have
to persuade an examiner that they and their aircraft are legal for
the test and then fly the test profile in accordance with the required
standards. My impression is that most FAA IR holders will not
achieve this really quite reasonable aim without some effort.
The following detail is provided to help candidates, and to
some extent examiners, ensure there are the minimum of surprises.
Although there is absolutely no requirement to involve an ATO
or even an instructor in the process, my experience leads me to

Approach Chart Quiz
Answers
1. Pilots shall request RNAV approach on first contact with
EBOS APP.
2. 4,500 ft.
3. 2,300 ft.
4. DD ONO.
5. I would use 263 ft (213 ft + 50 ft). However, LPV is a precision
approach so the OCH of 200 ft would be an acceptable DH.
6. This is a straight forward approach without significant
obstacles and 800m would be the minimum but personally, I
would choose a minimum of 1,000m.
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suggest than any FAA IR holder would be very ill advised indeed
not approach an ATO regularly training IR candidates for help with
test preparation. Experience also leads me to say that substituting
such an ATO with a friend who is an airline pilot, or an instructor
or a club, a school or ATO that does not train for the IR, even
someone who was an examiner years ago will be a false economy.
Myths, half-truths and outright misconceptions abound in general
aviation.
A further point is that examiners are most definitely not allowed
to become involved in instructing. They do not wish to be unhelpful
but that does mean the advice they can give a candidate in advance
is very limited. It makes things much easier if requirements and
potential pitfalls can be clarified in a more general context via an
ATO.

Possible Issues
A candidate should expect to supply material or demonstrate
compliance as follows below. Where the requirement is not
obvious a paragraph in italics expands the point or explains the
rationale.

Personal
A pilot must have a current FAA license and ratings appropriate
to those they seek under EASA. They also need to meet the basic
EASA requirements which would enable a rating to be issued.
• FAA medical, EASA medical (minimum class 2 with
Audiogram)
A test can take place with a candidate without a current
medical but no rating would be issued. It would seem prudent
for an applicant to ensure they can get an audiogram
• FAA and EASA licenses appropriate to class
It may seem obvious but some candidates think you can have
an EASA IR without an EASA license to which to attach it.
Note that a piggy back license must reference the current
license to which it is piggy backed.
• FAA BFR and IPC
It is quite legitimate to keep an FAA IR current by logging
specific experience. The actual requirements are more
stringent than pilots think and were updated in 2018. It is quite
difficult for an examiner to establish from log book evidence
that an FAA IR is current. It is less problematic if candidate
has a current BFR and IPC.
• Night Rating
Under the FAA a night rating is rolled into a PPL. It is probable
that this means that an EASA IR needs to be issued with a ‘no
night’ restriction as would be the case if an EASA applicant

CONVERTING AN FAA IR INTO AN EASA IR

did not hold a standalone night rating. Candidates may or
may not care about this but if they do they can avoid any
possibility of a restriction by gaining an EASA night rating.
• EASA flight with an instructor/ MEP / SEP valid as appropriate
• FAA sign offs for complex and high-performance types as
appropriate
It may be that candidates with a lot of experience cannot
demonstrate this specifically and examiners may choose to
accept obvious depth of relevant experience.
• Photographic identity document
• Proof of payment of skill test fee
Since candidates deal with CAA Flight Test Bookings direct,
they may not thought to have asked for a receipt. Examiners
may accept payment proof from the candidates own bank
records.
• Proof of 50 hours PIC time under IFR by EASA not FAA
definition of PIC
This can be difficult since in the FAA system in certain
circumstances two pilots can both claim PIC time. If an
applicant obviously has lots of relevant hours this is not an
issue. If they are scraping hours together to make the 50 then
the examiner may question flights that are less than obviously
IFR. Time under IFR with a UK IMC rating can be counted. It
might be in the interests of some candidates to prepare a list
or spreadsheet to support the required 50 hours rather than
searching through log books at a time of stress with your skill
test slot time looming.
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pass and it might be wise to abandon the test. Candidates will
need advice from an ATO as how best to proceed.

The Aircraft
Items apply to both FAA and EASA unless annotated N for FAA
aircraft or E for EASA aircraft.
• Foreign registered aircraft permit N
This is still a requirement but seems to have fallen into disuse
• Certificate of Airworthiness
Original must be kept in the aircraft within a defined distance
of the door for N reg
• Certificate of Registration
Original must be kept in the aircraft for N reg as above
• Flight manual specific to the aircraft
Must be available in the aircraft during flight
• Record of the required regular VOR checks N
Examiner may take the view that this is outdated but it is still
a requirement
• Aircraft documents - insurance certificate, noise certificate,
weight schedule,
Insurance must cover instructors and examiners

[Type text]

• A sign off for traditional limited panel if limited panel is not
possible in the test aircraft provided
This requirement seems to have fallen into disuse. As part of
the skill test, exercises using whatever standby instruments the
aircraft possesses will probably be accepted. The requirement
still exists in standards documents and it might be wise for
your instructor to clarify this with the examiner.
• Theoretical knowledge. (TK)
Conversion candidates are not required to complete the
normal distance learning course which involves a minimum
of 80 hours study and several written exams taken in a quite
formal setting. This is a considerable concession. It is fair
to say the formal TK required under the FAA is considerably
less demanding than under EASA. On the other hand, the oral
in an FAA IR test is much more demanding than is typical in
Europe. Conversion candidates can expect an oral of between
30 minutes and one-hour duration. There is the potential for
a candidate to have never flown in Europe so the focus is on
differences between US and European practice. While no
examiner will try and catch candidates out questions can be
asked on any topic. If early questions are answered poorly it
is likely the oral will become more extensive. In the USA it
is possible, indeed not uncommon, to fail the skill test before
reaching the aircraft. This has not been common in Europe
although it is possible to fail Section 1 of the skill test. This
means that the best that can be achieved on the flight is a partial

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
Web: www.jd-aviation.co.uk
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• Airworthiness Review Certificate (ARC) E
• Certificate of release to service
• Tech log
• Journey log E
This is a fairly recent requirement and can be easily combined
with a tech log
• Deferred defects
Ensure that any defects obvious at the aircraft have a
supporting entry in the tech log together with some proposed
action such as deferred next 50 hour check etc.
Note:- Airworthiness in General. The examiner requires to be
clearly able to ascertain the date and aircraft hours at the
next required service. Hence it can be understood that enough
hours remain to enable the flight to legally take place. The
examiner needs to see that there are no deferred defects that
might affect the flight. Thus, a certificate of airworthiness or
ARC is supported by a release to service and the dates and
aircraft hours derived from these are shown on each page of the
tech log with cumulative hours such that it is easy to confirm
that the aircraft is in check. Confusion caused by mixing
block times, hobbs times, flight time, engine hours etc must
be avoided. There are significant differences between the FAA
and European system and indeed Airworthiness requirements
in Europe are in a state of flux. To avoid misunderstandings,
it might be wise to ensure well in advance that candidates and
examiners agree what is needed. For example check intervals
vary between FAA and EASA aircraft and even within EASA
depending on the maintenance schedule for the type.
• Noise certificate
There are not provided by the FAA and may not be required in
all countries.
• CAA Form 176A completed by a maintenance organisation
This form, which used to be required for aircraft operating
under the old private category C of A is still in CAA Standards
Doc 7. It is a declaration by an engineer that a privately owned
aircraft is fit for a skill test and has had no owner maintenance
nor has engines running on condition. It seems to have fallen
into disuse.
• Aircraft flight manual and supplements
Supplements are important especially for panel mount GPS
and other major retrofit equipment. See PBN heading.
• Two copies of Aircraft check list and speeds to be used
There is nothing to stop the candidate producing their own
check list but there must be a copy for the examiner. The test
requirement is that the aircraft is operated in accordance
with the most limiting of manufacturers, legal and individual
operating requirements. It would be unwise for a candidate’s
own checklist to contain items at serious variance with normal
practice.
• ADF
If not fitted with ADF the candidate must demonstrate single
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needle tracking using GPS or VOR. There may be an issue
with IAPs that have a missed approach predicated on an ADF
• Aircraft radio license
• Weight schedule / Performance Data
Candidates will be required to do a weight and balance as
well as take-off and landing performance calculations.
• Minimum Equipment List if applicable
More aircraft than you might expect have an MEL. Candidates
should be able to speak convincingly about any missing or
inoperable equipment.
• Ability to configure the Transponder for an Exam call sign
Most modern transponders can do this but find out how well in
advance. If your transponder cannot, make sure the examiner
knows. A mismatch between the transponder and the call sign
in the flight plan will not be acceptable.

PBN / Area Navigation
• There must be one panel mount GPS approved in its Flight
Manual Supplement for a minimum of RNP5 with a current
data base
It is theoretically possible to create a test route not requiring
GPS. Given that without GPS an IR is essentially useless it is
unlikely that any examiner will do this other than in exceptional
circumstances and any rating would not then include PBN.
• One GPS approved for RNAV approaches if a PBN sign off
required
Again, it is currently possible to test without an RNAV
approach but the resultant qualification is very limited and
this is not advisable.
• Ability to deselect WAAS to eliminate advisory glideslope
This is to enable a 2 D approach to be flown.

The Examiner
• Must be an EASA full IRE
Note this is not the same as an examiner qualified for instrument
rating revalidations known as a CRE with IR Revalidation
privileges. In practice there are very few CAA staff examiners.
Yours will be an independent examiner allocated to your test
by the CAA. Any examiner will be equally objective but your
ATO will have relationships with examiners and can advise
the CAA that certain examiners are available. There is no
guarantee that this advice will be accepted but ii usually is.
That aids what is already a quite difficult task of coordinating
beacon slots and reasonable weather.
• FAA CPL IR
Since the examiner must be PIC and the flight is remunerated,
to be certain of covering the legalities the examiner should be
dual qualified at the CPL level. There is no requirement for
them to be FAA instructors or examiners.
• Currency on Type

CONVERTING AN FAA IR INTO AN EASA IR

An EASA examiner is required to be current on type. If a
candidate’s aircraft is unusual it maybe necessary for it to
be made available prior to the test to fulfil this requirement.
Candidates should clarify this well in advance.
• Examiner Role
The process is rather more formal than in the USA and you are
likely to encounter a black tie and gold bars. There is no need
to be servile but examiners are human and creating a good
impression with tidy well organised paperwork and obvious
pre-test preparation cannot hurt. They play almost no part in
the operation of the aircraft. A key aim is for the candidate to
act as a credible aircraft captain.

General Equipment
•

A hood or foggles
There is no longer a requirement for screens but if available
they may be used.

• A means of obscuring instruments for limited panel
Can be as simple as post it notes but a pre prepared cardboard
cut-out is better. It is the candidate’s job to provide this.
• 2 headsets
An examiner will probably have their own but best to be
prepared.
• Current VFR and IFR charts
These can be electronic as long as they are not geo referenced
but you are putting all your eggs in one iPad basket.
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for known ice may be allowed to route below the airway if
necessary. Candidates unfamiliar with UK airspace sometime
struggle in these circumstances.
• Approaches at more than one airfield
It is unlikely that an examiner would accept approaches at a
single airfield as Plan A but if genuine efforts have been made
to obtain different beacon slots and, for example, a slot has
been cancelled by one airfield at short notice, it is possible all
approaches at the one airfield will be acceptable.
• Weather
It is the candidate’s responsibility to judge if the weather
is suitable for the test. If the candidate opts to fly and the
examiner judges the decision to be inappropriate some element
of the test may be failed. That said there is no obligation to fly
in conditions that are safe but where it is unlikely that test
performance standards can be delivered - for example high
winds at holding levels. However, an examiner will not be
impressed by multiple cancellations while a candidate seeks
near calm conditions. Really, it is just about demonstrating
reasonable judgement and showing the examiner you
understand the implications of the available forecast data. It is
likely that you will be asked to call the examiner at home early
on the test morning to confirm that conditions are suitable for
the proposed route and agree practical details for meeting.
• Partial Passes
The test is divided into logical sections, departure, en route,
2D approach, 3D approach etc. If you fail any item within a

• Current approach plates for departure, destination and
alternate
The examiner will want to see that they are in date and
agree with his own charts. State or Jeppesen plates are fine.
Simplified plates such as Airbox are not.

Test routes and Test Practice
This note is not intended to duplicate the various CAA Standards
Documents and other published material giving advice about the
EASA IR. FAA conversion candidates would be well advised to
study these.
One area where the examiner and candidate will need to interact
is the reservation of the resources needed for the test. Normally
an ATO would arrange these but if the candidate insists on going
it alone the responsibility will devolve on them. Firstly, a private
briefing room will be needed before and after the test at the main
airfield. It is the candidate’s responsibility to ensure that the test
schedule happens to plan. They will need to ask the examiner
well in advance what they require for the route but in general
they will want approaches to be carried out at two airfields with a
short airway en route segment outbound and a return route outside
controlled airspace. You should be aware that training slots at
suitable airfields are in short supply and they will need booking
and arrangements made to pay fees well in advance.
• Airways Levels and Icing
While an airway entry is preferred aircraft not cleared

NEW: PC12 Class Rating
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ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
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section that section is failed and you will have to be retested
on that whole section. If your problem items that fall in two
sections then the whole test is failed. For some candidates a
partial pass can be considered as quite positive. The retest is
much reduced in scope and while hardly relaxed, it is much
easier than a full test.
• Fail points
For many years the CAA have produced a list of common fail
points in Standards Doc 1. It is quite long and while the points
are perfectly valid, some perhaps give a false impression
that a single error will lead to a failure. This is not helped
by past candidates who tell the world they failed for some
minor error when in reality there were many errors. The
following list is certainly not exhaustive but it tries to give
you a flavour of the events or combination of events that are
likely to be unacceptable. It is rare but not unknown that a
single serious error spoils a generally good flight. It is more
common that a serious error is the low point of a marginal
overall performance. Occasionally, there is no glaring error
but an accumulation of faults stemming from poor technique
or lack of understanding. An examiner will tend to focus in the
debrief on two three errors. Firstly, he or she does not want
to demoralise the candidate but just help them do better next
time. Secondly, there is a requirement for quite specific fail
points to be detailed on the test record and generalisations
are discouraged. The examiner will specify the retraining
required before the second attempt. This may be recommended
or compulsory training.
1. An unstable approach. Significant variations in speed,
multiple deviations from the required profile or an excessive
rate of descent.
2. Flying an approach, landing or missed approach without a
clearance.
3. Inability to use modern avionics effectively such that flying
accuracy is affected and the pilot is unable to respond

promptly to changed circumstances.
4. Incorrect use of modern avionics such as following the
magenta line, not linking the HSI or other navigation means
to the relevant GPS, not entering correct barometric pressure
into an autopilot, not having the correct GPS mode selected
5. Failure to respond in a practical way to an unexpected ATC
clearance.
6. Missing multiple radio calls, not using correct RT, not making
compulsory calls, not understanding ATC phraseology.
7. A marked inability to track a single needle.
8. A marked inability to fly a holding pattern, failure to account
for drift, not passing over the beacon, not being credibly
established on the inbound track.
9. Mishandling the EFATO to the extent that it seems unlikely
a real failure could be dealt with safely.
10. Failure to retract the undercarriage for a significant period
during a missed approach
11. Failing to select gear down during an approach to the point
where an examiner feels the need to prompt gear selection.
12.Any circumstance where the examiner feels the need to take
control to ensure safety, for example to avoid infringing
airspace or danger areas.
13. Major errors during general handling; for example selecting
full throttle with airspeed increasing or mishandling the stall
recovery such that a secondary stall occurs or an excessive
ROD develops.
14. Evidencing a general lack of understanding during the oral
especially if that lack of understanding carries through into
some aspect the flight; for example - altimetry followed
by miss set altimeters, or nav aid check procedures then
incorrectly set up aids during the flight.
15. Inability to hand fly reasonably smoothly and accurately on
instruments.
16. Failure to fly an approach to the candidate’s declared minima
or without taking account of any step height or other altitude
restrictions.
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Events
Extended Tour to Morocco via Cordoba

15th - 26th September

Join this fantastic trip being organised by Eleonora Lungu. We will all meet up in Cordoba between the 15th and 17th September and
then depart on a flying tour to include:17th - 18th: Casablanca and Rabat
19th - 20th: Marrakesh
21st: Ourzate
22nd: Zagora (in the desert)
23rd - 25th: Fes.
Departure home will be via Gibraltar on the 25th September.
For people who cannot spend the whole time with the trip then
there will be the possibility to join later or leave earlier. (https://
pplir.org/event/extended-tour-to-morocco-via-cordoba/)

Weather Seminar

28th September

Presented by Alan South and hosted by Dirk De Jonge, Kortrijk (EBKT) in Belgium. The best safety device in any aircraft is a welltrained pilot. Weather related events account for a high percentage of general aviation (GA) accidents and for one of the highest
fatality rates. In the US, 29% of the GA accidents are related to severe weather. Thunderstorm encounters are deadly almost 80%
of the time. Our objective for this one day seminar is to bring pilots the latest in weather planning and monitoring information.
Numerical weather models such as the GFS model are providing pilots with new ways to look at the weather. Nowcasting and cheap
datalink satellite weather solutions offer crews a way to stay up-to-date with the latest weather developments even during flight. To
facilitate a PPL/IR Europe event in continental Europe, Dirk de Jonge, is hosting and Alan South will present the 5th version of the
very popular weather seminar. We are planning interactive sessions with all participants and to that end, attendance is limited to 20
people. If oversubscribed, priority will be given to less experienced pilots and those who did not attend the previous seminars. The
purpose of the day is to review and train for weather decision making on routes and using equipment typically flown by PPL/IR
Europe members. (https://pplir.org/event/weatherseminarjune2019/)

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to new and re-joining members
Miles Bailey

Jesus Fuentes

Graham Pettican

Raphael Beaud

Jane Green

Lewys Phillips

Toby Bennett

Phil Hall

Oliver Pollock

Christian Beringer

Stuart Halstead

Terry Preston

Simon Blaxsell

Toby Horry

Andrew Pritchard

Matthew Bowley

James Hortop

Norman Quirk

Robert Chatterton

Andrew Hyett

Simon Rennie

Chris Cherry

Eko Kurniawan

John Richardson

Danny Cunningham

Sandor Maracsko

Colin Ridout

Damian Darragh

Jerry Marsden

Colin Ringer

Robert de Roeck

Mike McKeon

Andy Rose

Martin Edwards

George McNeil

Neil Slessor

Iain Elborn

Xavier Moors

Robin Somerville

Richard Fernandes

Stephen Pells
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WEEKENDERS

Weekenders
The Historic Centre of Bruges
(a UNESCO World Heritage Site)
by Graham Whittle

B
Hotel De Tuilerieen
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ruges, a historic, beautiful city in West Flanders, in the
Flemish region of Belgium. It is a very popular tourist
destination. The city is buzzing with bars, restaurants,
cafes, with plenty of historic buildings and sights to see.
Importantly it is conveniently close to Ostend airport.
The airport is enormous, with a 08/26 runway of 3200 metres,
virtually two miles long. EBOS, officially, Oostende-Brugge
International Airport, is fully equipped with ILS, NDB and RNAV
approaches. The level of commercial traffic is low but there is a
full compliment of ground staff who on the occasion we visited
was extremely welcoming, helpful and spoke perfect English.
Importantly Avgas is available and customs and immigration can
be cleared 24/7.
The FBO is situated on the ground floor of a large newly
constructed building with the title of North Sea Aviation Center

WEEKENDERS
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(sic) (NSAC). This is perhaps an indication of the commitment to GA traffic by the owners of Ostend Airport.
It is not essential to give customs prior notice of arrival and departure in and out of the Schengen Area but if
you do so they will come to the FBO. Otherwise a half mile trip in a minivan is needed into the restricted area
of the airport with all the inconvenience of security checks. Sending a GAR via the app Online GAR does not
give Belgian customs prior notice and neither does filing a flight plan. The easy way is to send a copy of the
GAR to the FBO info@nsac.aero with your request for handling. NSAC will then communicate with customs.
According to the EBOS AIP handling is only mandatory for aircraft with MTOW of 2,000 kg and over. One
final nugget of information: a very nice bistro has recently opened next door to the NSAC with the name
Restaurant Runway 26:08 with outdoor seating overlooking the GA apron.
Travelling from the airport to Bruges by taxi takes 42 minutes and costs about €60. A very
helpful marshaller at the airport recommended using public transport. This takes the same time
and costs a lot less. The number 6 bus stops outside of the airport terminal every 10 minutes
and takes just 17 minutes to reach Ostend railway station. There are numerous trains
going to Bruges, the journey taking14 minutes. The very friendly and polite people
of Belgium seem to be good at organising things, just outside the Bruges railway
station is the bus station from which we travelled on a scenic city centre
journey, stopping outside the Hotel De Tuilerieen.

Based on our weekend stay I would recommend:Staying at the Hotel De Tuilerieen: This is an elegant 15th century Flemish mansion that has been restored into
a 4 star luxury hotel with 45 individually designed rooms, decorated with antiques, art objects and rich fabrics.
It gets a good rating on Trip Advisor: 4.5 stars from 1,600 reviews. It has a very convenient location along the
main canal Den Dijver in the centre, 50 metres from the market square. We enjoyed the canal boat trip around
the city, which departed from a quay near the hotel.
Dinner at Den Gouden Harynek: This is short walk from the Hotel De Tuilerieen. This wonderful restaurant
is owned and run by Maryke and Philippe Serruys. Mark is the chef and his wife Philippe is front of house. They
have been busy doing this for many years. Philippe told me that they are planning to retire soon. The market
menu is €80 and they have an excellent wine cellar. Booking in advance is essential. The review of the restaurant
on Trip Advisor did not match our experience; in our opinion, it is definitely of Michelin Star standard.
Enjoying warm Belgium chocolate poured on a freshly made waffle with cream and strawberries. Then
buying lots of Belgian chocolate to take home for friends and family.
Ypres is but an hours taxi drive away (and there are organised tours from Bruges). We did not visit
Ypres during our weekend in Bruges but we intend to go next time.
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BUY

RENT
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TRAVEL

BUY A TBM
The new 330 Kts TBM 910
& TBM 930 are certified,
efficient and bullet proof
performers. Call today
to tailor your own and
enjoy exceptional speed,
range and payload with no
compromise!

TRADING
Choose from great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM
or sell your aircraft. Call or
check our inventory online
at : www.flyingsmart.aero

MANAGEMENT
Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our
total care management
program.

w w w . F LY I N G s m a r t . a e r o
UK : +44 1959 58 12 18
USA: +1 (213) 973-3337
France : +33 638 35 75 92
info@FLYINGsmart.aero

SET IMC EASA
APPROVED
FIRST UK SINGLE
ENGINE TURBINE ON
AOC IS A TBM 900 !

TRAVEL
FLYING Smart provides
a secured framework for
pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers
8 locations across Belgium,
France and the U.K. We also
help to ferry your airplane or
plan your dream trip!

